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ABSTRACT

It is shown that a simple rational approximation for the

function 6(g) of the renormalizaiion group provides a useful

expansion parameter for the parturbative regime in QCD. and,

simultaneously, allows for confinement in the functional in-

tegral approximation to this problem.



In recent years 't Hooft Ql} proposed a transformation for

g, the QCD running coupling constant, which enabled him to ob

tain very easily the analytic behaviour of Green's functions

in the complex g2-plane. This comes out because the Callan-

Symanzik £2 3 3 (g2) function so obtained retains only the two

first terms giving a simpler renormalization group trend. Going

along the same way but in another context Adler [_3~2 studied

the up to one-loop exact 0(g2) function. In other words he made

a transformation on g that gave him a Callan-Symanzik function

with only the first term retained, and using a heuristic ap-

proach was able to obtain a linear mean field potential pro-

ducing confinement. However it can be shown £4^ that within

the framework of optimised Q5] perturbation theory Adler's

transformation gives poor results while 't Hooft's is a well

suited one. On the other hand if we use the two-loop exact

•t Hooft*s fJ(g2) function we miss the nice feature of confine-

ment £63 achieved with the semiclassical methods.

A moderate proposal containing only the information con-

veyed by the two prescription independent terms is a transfor

mation which is somewhat in the "middle way" as it retains

the nice properties of both Adler's and *t Hooft1 s transformations.

At this we arrive by choosing a transformed g that gives for

the 3(g2 ) function its first Padé approximant

bo g*2 1



where b 'and bt are the usual renormalization schene independ

ent coefficients of the QCD 8(g2) function []7j

b = —-— (11 - JN.) (2}
0 2 T f

b = L_ {102 - H
2 (47T)" 3

where N, is the number of flavors.

In order to settle more plainly the ideas let us first study

the above transformations from the point of view of their use-

fulness in the renormalization group improved perturbation the

ory. We shall relate the couplings obtained with them to one

obtained by a MOM scheme [[8]] , when they differ by a small

amount, we find another good expansion parameter i_4j.'

Following 't Hooft (see also £9j) we can relate two schemes

by a finite renormalization

g2 - g2 + ag" + eg6 + ... (3)

Substituting this in 6(g2) defined as usual [ll

(4)

and equating coefficients it is found that for the trar.sfòr -

med |(g2)

J-92 * 6(g2) = - bog
ip - b^' - b2g

8 + ..., (5)
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we

b o

b l

A

b2

have

» b o

" b x

- b o (a2 -c)

(6)

and so on for the other b's. As is known only the two first

b*s are renormalization scheme independent, 't Hooft's 6

function is obtained by choosing a * 0* and the other coef-

ficients in such a way that all the b., (i > 2) become ze-

ro. So for £ 2 « 0 we get

b
2

c * b~" (7)

To obtain the 3^(9^) proposed by us, we can choose a «=,0

and equate consistently the other constants with those of the

expansion

(8)

a is and entirely arbitrary parameter in this game, its ar_

bitrariness may be shown to follow from the inability of

the theory to produce a value for the initial condition for

8(g2). In lattice gauge theory, a discussion of its relevance

for the choice of an action in the lattice he- been given

by Gliozzi et al |"io]



so that for b2 = r~- we get

b2 b?
1

c «
1 (9)

and so on. Taking for reference the MS scheme £8,11 j we have

to third order

From the calculation of Tarasov et al [12]]

2
and it can be seen that r— is indeed a small number as Hagiwara

b ^a ^
noticed, but we now see that r— - —r ^ o r Kf ~ •* is a

o bb _
smaller number. So both can be related to the MOM scheme |_8,4j

to third order by

it (W) = gMue^HOH ) (12)
MOM MS

+ [3,319 - 1,257 N f+ j

12 - N ,
t « 1 - Z

MOM

giving good results so far as g2 gives good results.
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As for Adler's transformation it gives such large coeffi-

cients in sucessive orders that is no useful as an expansion para

meter £4]].

Now we come to the second part of this work. Adler uses a

heuristic approximation for the effective action S ^ Q Q t h a t

incorporates the renorraalization group aspects of the theory,

as proposed by Pagels and Tomboulis

t = tog<K) (16)

Here 5 ^ f f is the effective lagrangian for the fields F

including quark-source effects, and <j2(t) is the running cou-

pling constant defined by

rg2 (t)
t = -ÍSL- (17)

Í

Using BA(g
2) - - bQg£ it is found

00 that at F2 « x2 there is a negative minimum

£eff<*2) «-?V 2
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going to infinity with x2 and Adler obtains a linear mean field

potential

V - Ml + cte (20)
mr

where R > 2r and r is a regularization length.

However if we go to 8... it is found £6^ that

I (21)

0 tH
and for infinitely massive quarks (i.e., Nf = °)^eff d o e s not

0 Ahave a minimum and the confinement quality in£'eff
 is lost.

Instead, when we use $_. we get
An

(22)

F2
With y * LOQ-Z-T this can be writtenJ a exz

0RAand it can be seen that now d^eff has a negative minimum for

y *v 2.458

2b, bo

box
2.(47r)2. (0,339)

going to infinity with x2, so Adler's result is regained.
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We have found a prescription that allows to express . the

Callan-Symanzik function B(g) in terms of the two coefficients

which are prescription independent. It is, moreover, itself

a prescription independent quantity, since it is uniquely de-

termined, as a Padé approximant.

It displays as desirable feature to provide a good approxi,

mation for the MOM prescription of Braaten and Leveilie QM^»

so it nay be as well used for calculation in the perturbative

regime of QCD.

It also works in the other extreme regime of the theory,

producing a minimum of the effective action as is wanted.

Whether this properties arise as a happy accident or have a

deeper meaning, we cannot tell. But, undoubtedly, the RA pre-

scription offers a competitive alternative to the others scheme*

that have been proposed, not being worse than any of them, and

often rather better.
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